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Abstract:  The use of boreholes for geophysical measurements has allowed 
direct access to the subsurface with improved spatial resolution and 
limited complications from near-surface heterogeneity. Crosswell seismic 
acquisition, using two boreholes, has been a focus of research. By the late 
20th century, crosswell seismic methods had reached a plateau following 
intensive R&D efforts of the 1980s and 1990s in both instrumentation and 
analysis/inversion methods.  Time-lapse crosswell has great potential for 
monitoring subsurface processes, however, acquisition costs and 
repeatability issues limited the methods application.  A new methodology, 
termed Continuous Active-Source Seismic Monitoring (CASSM), was 
developed in the early 2000’s and proved successful at reaching new 
boundaries of precision measurement and temporal sampling for field-
scale seismic data.  CASSM utilizes permanent (or semi-permanent) 
crosswell instrumentation to achieve ‘continuous’ seismic measurements.  



Over the course of 15+ years and multiple projects (with varying 
applications) the CASSM methodology has developed and proven 
successful at precision monitoring of time-varying subsurface processes. 

In this presentation I shall review the development of CASSM, with a focus 
on application for stress monitoring of the San Andreas Fault, and 
summarize the current research status. 
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Tom's research work is focused on the acquisition and analysis of borehole seismic data 
from field scale experiments. Current research includes seismic monitoring using 
distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) on fiber optic cables and continuous active-source 
seismic monitoring (CASSM). Problems addressed include continuous travel time 
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